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Abstract

This paper tackles the domain adaptation problem in
point cloud semantic segmentation, which performs adap-
tation from a fully labeled domain (source domain) to an
unlabeled target domain. Due to the unordered property
of point clouds, LiDAR scans typically show varying geo-
metric structures across different regions, in terms of den-
sity, noises, etc, hence leading to increased dynamics on
context. However, such characteristics are not consistent
across domains due to the difference in sensors, environ-
ments, etc, thus hampering the effective scene comprehen-
sion across domains. To solve this, we propose Coopera-
tive Context Learning that performs context modeling and
modulation from different aspects but in a cooperative man-
ner. Specifically, we first devise context embeddings to dis-
cover and model contextual relationships with close neigh-
bors in a learnable manner. Then with the context embed-
dings from two domains, we introduce a set of learnable
prototypes to attend and associate them under the atten-
tion paradigm. As a result, these prototypes naturally es-
tablish long-range dependency across regions and domains,
thereby encouraging the transfer of context knowledge and
easing the adaptation. Moreover, the attention in turn at-
tunes and guides the local context modeling and urges them
to focus on the domain-invariant context knowledge, thus
promoting the adaptation in a cooperative manner. Experi-
ments on representative benchmarks verify that our method
attains the new state-of-the-art.

1. Introduction

Point cloud semantic segmentation aims to classify
points in a LiDAR scan into the predefined semantic classes.
Recently, tremendous efforts [5, 14, 31–33, 48, 51, 58] have
been devoted to this task for its fundamental role in environ-
mental perception, e.g., autonomous driving, virtual reality,
etc. Albeit the recent progresses, most current solutions still
assume an ideal environment with massive point-wise anno-
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Figure 1. (a)(b): Profiles of LiDAR scans from two datasets
that gather over 360◦. (d): Accuracy of SynLiDAR→nuScenes.
Along the increasing range, two datasets exhibit apparent discrep-
ancies in the scene geometry, e.g., density, the angle of beams,
thus leading to the context gap. Previous solutions mainly im-
prove the adaptation at the regions with similar geometric struc-
tures (range < 20m) but become less effective at distant regions.
Instead, our method yields better results consistently with explicit
context modeling and modulation across domains.

tations accessible. However, such an assumption cannot be
always satisfied in real world as we cannot foresee and an-
notate all the scenes encountered, especially with the expen-
sive annotation cost. Thus, a model may fail to cope with
novel scenes under the distribution shift induced by various
factors, e.g., sensor configurations, weather. To solve this,
domain adaptation [8, 24, 26, 30, 34, 37] is considered a fea-
sible solution which seeks to adapt the model trained on one
labeled domain to a novel domain without annotation.

Domain adaptation for semantic segmentation has been
widely investigated on 2D images [4, 11, 13, 15, 22, 55],
while only a few attention [23, 35, 59] has been paid to the
3D scenario. A critical difference between 2D images and
point clouds lies in the organization of the scene, i.e., 2D
images are organized with rigid grids while point clouds
are in an unordered manner. Thus, LiDAR scans collected
from different sensors or environments typically show dif-
ferent characteristics on the scene geometry. As shown in
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Fig. 1 (a)(b), two datasets show different characteristics in
scene structures, e.g., angle of beams, sparsity, etc. Such a
discrepancy naturally results in the distribution shift in the
geometric context, i.e., the geometric relationships with sur-
rounding neighbors, posing a new challenge to the domain
adaptation problem However, previous 2D solutions typi-
cally consider the scene context with the appearance feature
of images, hence being hardly applicable to the 3D scenario.

Recently, increasing attention has been paid to the do-
main adaptation problem for point cloud segmentation. The
initial researches identify the dropout noises as the main
obstacle for performing adaptation, where the noises are
caused by varying reflectivity of different materials. To
solve this, Wu et al. [45] proposes to perform noise ren-
dering with the collected noise frequencies in the projected
range view. Zhao et al. [59] proposes to enhance the
noise rendering process with CycleGAN [60]. A more re-
cent work, CoSMix [35], proposes an augmentation tech-
nique that mixes the LiDAR scans from two domains in
a semantic-aware manner. However, these solutions com-
monly adopt the input transformation that treats each scene
as a whole but neglects the spatial variation of contexts in-
side the scenes. Thus, without explicit context modeling,
it is questionable if they can well handle regions under se-
vere shifts in scene context, especially in the absence of tar-
get supervision. For example, in Fig. 1, previous solutions
mainly benefit the adaptation of regions less suffered from
the context gap (range < 20m), while barely improving over
the source-only baseline under severer shifts. Instead, with
explicit context modeling and modulation, our method at-
tains consistent improvement over all ranges, including the
part more susceptible to the context gap.

In this paper, we propose Cooperative Context Learning
(CCL) to mitigate the context gap through effective context
modeling and modulations in a cooperative manner. Specif-
ically, in the local scope, we devise context embeddings to
model contextual relationships with close neighbors using
an MLP(Multi-Layer Perception) that encodes the relative
distance and excludes noise samples. Then at the global
level, we introduce a set of learnable prototypes to attend
the context embeddings from both domains under the atten-
tion paradigm (prototype as the key and context embedding
as the query), thus associating the contexts from different
regions and domains. Therefore, these prototypes naturally
encourage the transfer of context knowledge and hence mit-
igate the cross-domain variation in the context distribution.
More importantly, the global attention in turn attunes the
local context modeling, urging them to focus on domain-
invariant context patterns. As such, a synergy forms be-
tween context embedding and attention where they work
cooperatively to promote the adaptation, i.e., the former
lays the foundation for global modulations while the latter
in turn guides and promotes the local context modeling. Ex-

tensive experiments and ablations are performed to validate
the effectiveness of the proposed method.

The contributions of this work can be summarized as: 1)
We observe the discrepancy in context as a critical obstacle
for cross-domain point cloud segmentation; 2) We propose
Cooperative Context Learning to mitigate the context gap
with effective context modeling and modulation coopera-
tively; 3) Extensive experiments are conducted to verify the
effectiveness of the proposed approach, and it attains new
state-of-the-art on representative benchmarks.

2. Related Works
Point Cloud Semantic Segmentation aims to classify

each point in the LiDAR scan into one of the predefined
semantic categories. Due to its unordered property, there
are three pathways to preprocess the point clouds for bet-
ter representation learning. The initial researches propose
to process the raw point clouds directly with MLP (Multi-
Layer Perception) [10, 32, 33], GCN (Graph Neural Net-
work) [44, 53], or newly designed modules [40, 47, 52, 57].
However, the computational cost for these solutions com-
monly scales up with the number of points, making it cum-
bersome for large-scale processing due to its higher latency.
Voxel-based methods [12, 19, 20, 39, 54] proposed to divide
the 3D spaces into voxels evenly, then apply sparse con-
volutions to process the voxels. Some researchers [56, 61]
also explores different partition strategies to handle the vari-
ational density. Also, the heavy computation cost of 3D
CNN hampers their applicability to the real-world applica-
tions. 3) Projection-based solution is another routine fo-
cusing on transforming 3D point clouds into 2D grids so
that 2D convolutions can be utilized directly. Various ar-
chitectures [7, 18, 28, 45, 46, 50] in this direction have been
proposed to cope with the projected 2D images, and have
been proven the effectiveness and efficiency. Moreover,
projection-based methods also receive increasing attention
on other tasks [25, 38] for their lower computation cost. In
this paper, we choose the projection-based architecture as
the backbone to perform our adaptation task as they strike a
better balance between performance and efficiency.

Domain Adaptive Semantic Segmentation seeks to de-
rive domain-invariant representations for the dense predic-
tion tasks. Recently, extensive efforts have been paid to the
2D scenario and achieved significant progress. However,
the 3D scenario is still less investigated.

In terms of 2D domain adaptive segmentation, there are
several ways to mitigate the domain gap. One way han-
dles the gap on the learned features directly [17, 41, 43].
The seminal work [41, 43] leverages the domain adversar-
ial training to facilitate the domain alignment at the output
level. Another line of works [62,63] attempts to realize the
effective knowledge transfer with self-training, where con-
fident target samples are assigned with pseudo labels and
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Figure 2. Overview of the “Construct to Associate” scheme. The
Construct step builds up context embeddings to model contextual
relationships for both domains. Then the Associate step associates
and align the context distribution across domains through learn-
able context prototypes. As such, the “contruct” step models the
context distribution, laying the basis of context alignment, while
the “associate” step refines the context modeling process via ef-
fective cross-domain association and alignment.

optimized with the supervision loss jointly. Li et al. [22]
proposes to model the contextual distribution explicitly and
associate them across domains, thereby minimizing the con-
text gap. However, these methods still focus on context
learning on appearance features, thus hampering the scal-
ability and applicability to the 3D scenario.

There are several works dealing with the 3D segmenta-
tion adaptation scenario [45, 47, 59]. Wu et al. [45] and
ePointDA [59] identify the dropout noises as the main ob-
stacle for adaptation and perform noise rendering with the
collected noise frequency (the former) or CycleGAN (the
latter). SqueezeSegV2 [46] proposes to derive the intensity
channels for the synthetic LiDAR scans and perform the do-
main alignment with geodesic correlation alignment [29].
Saltori et al. [35] propose a data augmentation technique
to alleviate the distribution shift, i.e., scans from two do-
mains are mixed in a semantic-aware sampling. ASM [23]
proposes to adversarially inject noises in the target do-
main, thereby mitigating the gap induced by noises in the
synthetic-to-real adaptation. However, these solutions com-
monly employ input transformations that treat each scene
as a whole but neglect the spatial variation of context in-
side each scene. Thus, without explicit context modeling, it
is still questionable if they can well transform and adapt
the regions susceptible to the context shift, especially in
the absence of target supervision. Instead, this paper aims
to explicitly model and modulate the context distribution
across domains, thus better mitigating the gap induced by
the shifted geometric context.

3. Methodology
In Fig. 2, we provide an overview of the proposed “Con-

struct to Associate” scheme, where context modeling and
modulation are performed at different levels in a coopera-
tive manner, i.e., context embedding for local context mod-
eling and context attention for global modulation. The local
context modeling underpins the context modulation in the
global scope, while the global attention in turn attunes the
modeling of local context relationships, thus cooperating
with each other to promote the adaptation. In the following
sections, we first provide necessary preliminaries (§ 3.1) for
domain adaptive point cloud segmentation. Then, we elab-
orate on the proposed context learning scheme for local and
global scopes in § 3.2 and § 3.3 accordingly. Finally, we
detail the training objectives in § 3.4.

3.1. Notations and Preliminaries

In domain adaptive point cloud segmentation, we are
given samples from two domains, i.e., annotated source
scans S = {(P s

i ,Y
s
i )}

Ns

i=1 and unlabeled target scans T =

{(P t
i )}

Nt

i=1. Here Pi ∈ Rni×4 denotes the set of points with
coordinates (x, y, z) and intensity, and Yi ∈ Rni denotes
the ground-truth annotation for the point cloud, and ni is
the number of points in the i-th scan. As a pre-processing,
we project the raw points P into 2D images I ∈ RH×W×5,
which is presented below. The labels are transformed to
Ȳ ∈ RH×W accordingly.

Spherical Projection. Like previous range-view-based
solutions [45, 46], we transform the raw point clouds into
2D rigid images with spherical projection for the sake of
efficiency. Concretely, for a point with coordinate (x, y, z),
we project it into a 2D image with coordinates (p, q):

[
p
q
] = [

1
2 (1− arctan21(y, x)/π) ·W

(1− (arcsin(z · r−1) + fup) · f−1) ·H ],

(1)
where r =

√
x2 + y2 + z2 is the range of this point.

f = fup + fdown is the vertical field-of-view of the Li-
DAR sensor. In the projected 2d grids with the resolution of
H ×W , each point consists of five channels, i.e., range (r),
intensity, and the Cartesian coordinates (x, y, z). Notably,
even with rigid grids, the property of geometric context is
still preserved in terms of density, noise, etc.

3.2. Construct: Context Embedding.

We first describe how to discover and model the contex-
tual relationships within the local scope, which act as the
prerequisite for the subsequent global context learning. As
illustrated in Fig. 3 (left), the context embedding aggregate
the neighbor sample (dash borders) with weights that drawn
from the contextual relationships.

1The arctan2 function in the Numpy library (www.numpy.org).
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Figure 3. Schematic of the Cooperative Context Learning. Context Embedding (“Construct”) (left) aggregates the neighbor samples
(dashed borders) using weights derived from the geometric context, where an MLP encodes the relative distance and then excludes noise
samples. Context Attention (“Associate”) leverages a set of learnable prototypes to associate the context embeddings, which attend and
be optimized with both domains, hence building up the long-range dependency across regions and domains. As such, these prototypes
enable the cross-domain transfer of context knowledge, thereby mitigating the cross-domain variation. Moreover, as the learnable property
of context embeddings, they can be further modulated with the guidance of attention, thus promoting the adaptation cooperatively.

Concretely, the context embedding considers the contex-
tual relationships from two aspects, i.e., the density and
noise samples, and integrates them into two consecutive
steps. First, like by [40, 58], we treat the relative distances
with neighbors as an important clue for geometric context
and feed them into an MLP to get the weights. As such,
the geometric relationships can be expressed in a learnable
manner, offering vital flexibility for the subsequent modula-
tion on them. Second, we leverage a noise mask to zero out
the weights of noise samples. The noise mask is a binary
mask indicating if a pixel in the range image is filled by
samples in point clouds, where the unfilled parts (noises)
are missing points during collection due to environmental
factors, e.g., glasses. The rationale here is that they are ob-
served to distract as outliers in the weight learning.

To be more precise, for the i th sample with coordinate
ci ∈ R1×3 and feature vector fi ∈ R1×c, the context en-
coding with neighbor samples is formulated as:

rij = φ(ci − cj)Mj , j ∈ Q(i), (2)

where φ is a two-layer MLP with non-linearity and Q(i) is
the set of indices for the k-nearest neighbors (k-NN) given
index i. M is a binary mask that separates normal samples
from noise ones. Benefiting from the spherical projection
that transforms point clouds into rigid grids, the neighbor
acquisition can be efficiently achieved with the im2col
operation, rather than the tedious neighbor search.

Then the context embedding can be formulated as:

f ′
i = Λ({fjrij |j ∈ Q(i)}), (3)

where Λ is the fusion function in terms of concatenation, av-
erage pooling, or max pooling. And empirical experiments

show that concatenation performs best (Sec.4.3).

3.3. Associate: Context Attention

With context embedding, we can model the contex-
tual relationships within local scopes, while leaving cross
domain context alignment untouched. To solve this, the
self-attention mechanism [42] can be a plausible solution
that promote the alignment with cross-domain interactions.
However, it is intractable to derive point-to-point affinities
with the large amount of points. Hence, we introduce con-
text prototypes as proxies to bridge the context distribution
across regions and domains, i.e., regarding regions inside
and across domains.

As depicted in Fig. 3 (right), we introduce a set of learn-
able prototypes that are shared and optimized with both do-
mains, which attend the context embeddings with the dot-
product attention, i.e., the prototypes act as the Key and
Value and the embeddings are the Query. Formally, given
context embedding F ′ with shape of h × w × d and proto-
types E ∈ Rncon×d, the attention further refine the context
embedding as:

Query = F ′Wq,Key = EWk,Value = EWv, (4)

F ′′ = F ′ +Wm(softmax(
F ′Wq(EWk)√

dh
)(EWv)), (5)

where Wq/Wk/Wv ∈ Rd×dl are linear layers that project
the inputs into the identical dimension space, and Wm is a
linear layer that maps the dimension back to d. A residual
connection is added for training stability.
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Table 1. Experiments results of SynLiDAR [49] → SemKITTI [1] with SqueezeSegV3-21 [50] as the backbone.
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mIoU (%)
2D methods

Source Only 13.7 9.5 2.1 3.0 3.1 9.6 8.1 55.2 6.9 26.8 37.4 3.4 41.3 11.4 30.1 23.1 4.9 17.0
CBST [62] 15.7 6.0 2.5 1.9 3.3 6.9 12.0 56.0 2.2 36.3 36.9 5.7 37.9 19.8 42.1 23.6 3.8 18.4

AdaptSeg [41] 22.1 9.7 3.7 2.3 6.4 9.3 12.9 65.2 5.4 31.6 39.9 6.1 41.7 24.5 42.7 24.0 2.9 20.6
CCM [22] 10.2 8.1 5.1 1.9 3.3 9.7 14.4 52.1 2.7 30.6 39.3 3.9 38.8 18.8 26.9 24.2 4.2 17.3

PLCA [17] 14.6 7.5 3.0 2.6 5.7 10.1 16.3 66.6 1.3 30.9 36.3 3.0 37.2 15.5 37.5 24.7 3.6 18.6
PLCA + CCL 16.7 18.7 7.4 2.9 6.4 13.8 33.4 58.6 4.3 30.6 45.7 5.1 60.1 25.8 26.9 27.0 4.5 22.8 (+4.2)

MMD [36] 23.6 5.4 2.9 2.6 6.4 7.7 10.3 60.0 7.2 28.7 50.9 8.9 51.0 20.4 36.5 24.8 3.4 20.7
MMD + CCL 31.6 13.0 4.4 3.8 5.2 12.1 20.9 61.5 6.7 29.1 55.1 13.3 61.9 27.6 36.7 29.8 6.8 24.6 (+3.9)

3D methods
SqzV2 [46] 23.3 5.3 2.4 2.8 6.5 6.6 8.0 63.4 5.6 29.6 38.5 6.3 44.0 24.2 37.5 22.5 3.3 19.4

ASM [23] 19.7 13.8 9.7 2.1 4.1 8.0 8.2 64.5 8.0 36.0 54.6 6.7 58.0 24.7 35.8 29.1 4.2 22.8
LiDARNet [16] 26.3 6.1 3.0 2.1 4.5 7.8 14.9 60.6 8.8 30.9 38.1 5.1 33.2 19.9 35.3 22.9 4.2 19.0

LiDARNet + CCL 30.6 10.3 6.6 3.6 9.7 10.0 22.5 64.3 6.4 33.3 44.3 9.8 43.1 22.5 41.0 25.3 8.1 23.0 (+4.0)
CoSMix [35] 17.3 4.8 3.0 1.6 1.9 5.4 5.5 55.3 1.9 33.7 67.6 7.3 66.1 29.2 43.0 34.4 3.0 22.4

CoxMix + CCL 12.1 5.2 2.1 0.2 7.1 15.3 3.6 75.2 5.2 43.2 66.6 21.0 67.1 26.4 47.3 21.5 3.1 24.9 (+2.5)
SqzV1 [45] 36.7 14.7 8.6 1.9 12.3 12.6 27.0 66.8 9.6 35.1 43.4 8.1 46.0 27.2 42.3 27.1 5.4 25.0

SqzV1 + CCL 52.5 16.3 8.8 3.2 10.6 15.9 28.2 65.4 9.4 33.9 54.4 8.3 63.7 29.4 35.0 31.6 11.7 28.2 (+3.2)

With the long-range dependency across regions and do-
mains, context attention can further promote the context
learning regarding both global and local aspects. At the
global level, the optimization with both domains urges these
prototypes to preserve the context knowledge that are com-
parably domain invariant while discarding the uncommon
ones, hence mitigating the gap via the exchange of domain-
invariant context. The latter investigation (Fig. 5) further
verifies this in which prototypes show consistent preference
towards context patterns across domains. Then for local
context learning, context attention offers important guid-
ance for further attuning the context embeddings. As the
contextual relationships are expressed in a learnable man-
ner, they can be further modulated and attuned to better ex-
tract domain-invariant contexts in terms of both domains,
thus realizing a synergy between the local and global con-
text learning and promoting the adaptation cooperatively.

For the sake of efficiency, we replace a standard 3x3 con-
volution layer with the proposed module (including the part
of context embedding). Empirical experiments reveal that
performing the replacement at the first encoder block (five
in total) is adequate to mitigate the gap with negligible com-
putation overhead (Sec. 4.3 and Table 5 (g)).

3.4. Training Objective

During optimization, we impose three objectives to
the model, i.e., cross-entropy loss (Lce), Lovasz-Softmax
loss [2] (Llov), and the domain alignment loss (Lda):

min
θ

L = Lce + Llov + Lda, (6)

Table 2. Overview of used datasets. FOV: vertical field of view.

Dataset Beams FOV # Training # Validation
SynLiDAR [49] 64 [−25◦, 3◦] 19840 −
SemKITTI [1] 64 [−25◦, 3◦] 19130 4071
nuScenes [3] 32 [−30◦, 10◦] 28130 6019

where θ denotes the parameters of the model and the cross-
entropy loss is calculated in a point-wise manner:

Lce = −
H,W∑
h,w

log[θ(Is)(h,w, Ȳh,w)]. (7)

Note that Ȳh,w is the label for the point at position (h,w) of
a projected LiDAR image.

The training and inference of the model follow the com-
mon practice [45,46], which categorizes each point into one
of the predefined semantic categories. For a comprehensive
evaluation, we incorporate CCL with several representative
domain adaptation paradigms and thus do not specify the
domain alignment loss here.

4. Experiments
4.1. Setup

Datasets. We validate the proposed CCL on two bench-
marks with three datasets, i.e., SynLiDAR→SemKITTI and
SynLiDAR→ nuScenes, as presented in Table 2.

SynLiDAR (Syn.) [49] is a synthetic dataset that covers
a variety of scenes i.e., urban cities, sub-urban towns, and
harbors. We use its official subset for training efficiency.

SemKITTI (Sem.) [1] is a large-scale point cloud dataset
collected from the real world. Following common prac-
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Table 3. Experiments results of SynLiDAR [49] → nuScenes [3] with SalsaNext [7] as the backbone.
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mIoU (%)
Source Only 0.3 0.2 8.8 0.3 2.1 5.2 14.2 64.1 1.4 18.0 8.2 27.8 16.5 12.9

+ CCL 0.5 0.1 9.2 0.7 2.3 6.8 10.7 62.2 0.4 20.6 5.4 36.1 19.4 13.4 (+0.5)
CBST [62] 0.2 1.2 13.6 0.6 1.2 3.0 10.8 66.3 0.8 13.6 2.1 21.8 23.4 12.2

+ CCL 0.1 0.8 10.8 1.6 0.9 12.0 16.3 56.9 2.6 20.1 5.6 34.1 35.6 15.1 (+2.9)
AdaptSeg [41] 0.4 1.7 5.9 0.6 2.1 7.1 12.4 58.9 1.6 16.4 10.7 26.8 23.7 13.0

+ CCL 0.5 1.5 19.8 0.3 3.3 6.5 16.7 71.9 2.5 24.3 22.5 37.6 28.1 18.1 (+5.1)
PLCA [17] 0.1 0.7 1.4 0.1 0.5 1.5 8.9 59.7 0.2 14.1 6.9 34.9 17.7 11.3

+ CCL 0.4 1.3 14.6 1.1 2.0 10.3 16.8 63.3 2.4 19.3 12.1 36.1 20.2 15.4 (+4.1)
MMD [36] 0.4 0.2 9.2 0.6 1.8 6.7 16.3 67.9 1.9 21.1 8.4 34.4 24.1 14.8

+ CCL 0.6 2.9 13.6 0.4 2.9 9.4 12.3 70.5 3.3 20.9 8.3 39.5 21.0 15.8 (+1.0)
SqzV1 [45] 0.6 0.8 14.1 0.3 2.6 9.9 13.9 65.8 2.4 17.6 11.5 30.7 21.5 14.7

+ CCL 0.5 2.1 17.0 0.9 1.6 12.0 14.5 69.6 4.7 20.5 10.1 30.3 28.0 16.3 (+1.6)
SqzV2 [46] 0.4 0.3 4.1 0.4 1.7 9.3 10.2 60.5 2.4 18.4 6.8 33.9 23.1 13.2

+ CCL 0.6 0.7 25.5 0.4 2.5 8.0 15.4 71.8 0.7 23.6 23.0 38.8 26.7 18.3 (+5.1)
LiDARNet [16] 0.4 0.5 3.4 0.5 1.5 6.8 10.9 61.5 1.9 18.7 11.6 24.8 23.5 12.8

+ CCL 0.9 1.3 18.3 1.1 2.3 10.3 15.1 70.8 2.0 21.1 15.2 31.3 26.3 17.3 (+4.5)
CoSMix [35] 0.1 2.9 0.4 0.4 0.3 6.2 1.7 67.2 14.5 12.5 10.2 37.8 19.7 13.2

+ CCL 0.3 2.7 1.2 1.1 1.2 8.9 11.2 70.8 8.3 13.3 6.0 40.7 26.6 14.8 (+1.6)

Table 4. Experiments results of SynLiDAR → SemanticKITTI
with MinkowskiNet [6] as the backbone.

Method mIoU
CosMix [35] 32.2
SALUDA [27] 30.2
CosMix + CCL (Ours) 34.5

tice [14, 50, 61], we choose sequences 00-10 for training
except sequence 08, which is used for validation.

nuScenes-lidarseg (Nus.) [3] is another real-world Li-
DAR dataset with 40000 frames in total, which mainly col-
lected from two cities, i.e., Singapore and Boston.

For both transfers, we merge part of the semantic classes
to enable the mapping across datasets, after which 17 and
13 classes for selected for SynLiDAR → SemKITTI and
SynLiDAR → nuScenes, respectively.

Evaluation. Following common practice [14, 61], we
use mean intersection over union (mIoU) as the evaluation
metric. The main results are averaged over 3 random runs.

Implementation. We run the experiments on two bench-
marks with two backbones, i.e., SqueezeSegV3-21 [50] and
SalsaNext [7]. k is set to 8 and ncon is 8. The MLP in
Eq. 2 is with the format of fc-bn-relu-fc, and the
hidden dimension is 3. We choose the momentum SGD
optimizer to train the model, where the momentum is 0.9
and weight decay is 1 × 10−4. The optimization sched-
ule follows [50] with a warm-up epoch and decays in an
exponential manner. The initial learning rate is set to
4 × 10−3 and 2 × 10−3 for SynLiDAR→SemKITTI and
SynLiDAR→nuScenes, respectively. The batch size is set
to 24 and the model is optimized for 50 epochs in total.

4.2. Comparisons with Previous Methods

We compare our method with representative domain
adaptation segmentation solutions regarding both 2D im-

ages and point clouds. For 2D solutions, we choose repre-
sentation one-stage methods, i.e., CBST [62], PLCA [17],
AdaptSeg [41], and adapt their code to the 3D scenario.
For 3D solutions, we compare our method with Squeeze-
SegV1 [45], SqueezeSegV2 [46], LiDARNet [21], and
CoSMix [35]. For a fair comparison, all the conducted ex-
periments use the identical backbone and supervision loss,
i.e., Lce + Llov. In Table 1, Table 3, and Table 4, we in-
tegrate the proposed module into these solutions and report
the results, where we can make the following observations:
1) Our method can bring consistent improvements over pre-
vious solutions, e.g., + 4.2 % than PLCA in Table 3, and +
2.3% than CosMix in Table 4, indicating a complementary
effect to them. This generally proves the benefit of effective
context modeling and alignment in domain adaptation.
2) Compared with source-only, 2D solutions attain negligi-
ble improvement. This implies that methods focus on ap-
pearance feature cannot scale to point clouds with rich ge-
ometries. Besides, CCL leads to limited gains than source-
only. This is because the CCL cannot perform cross-domain
association and alignment in the absence of target data.
3) Integrating with previous 3D solutions leads to better
adaptation results consistently, including methods already
considering the context gap, e.g., +3.2% than SqzV1 in Ta-
ble 1. This validates that CCL can better help the model
scale to variational geometric contexts across domains.

4.3. Ablation Studies and Analysis

In this section, we perform comprehensive ablations to
validate the necessity of each proposed design. Here we
choose the variant using AdaptSeg + CCL in the ablations
for its competitive performances on both benchmarks.

Contribution of each component. First, in Table 5
(a), we evaluate the contribution of the proposed compo-
nents, i.e., MLP-encoding and masking in context embed-
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Table 5. Ablation studies on SynLiDAR (Syn.) → SemKITTI (Sem.) and SynLiDAR (Syn.) → nuScenes (Nus.)

ConEmb ConAtt Transfer
MLP-enc. Masking Syn.→Sem. Syn.→Nus.

20.6 13.0
✓ 21.4 14.5

✓ ✓ 21.8 16.5
✓ ✓ 22.0 16.1
✓ ✓ ✓ 23.3 18.1

(a) Contribution of the proposed modules: MLP-encoding and Masking in
Context Embedding (ConEmb), and Context Attention (ConAtt).

Module Transfer
Syn.→Sem. Syn.→Nus.

KPConv [40] 20.3 14.1
Point Transformer [58] 21.2 14.4
Meta-Kernel [9] 21.8 14.7
Domain-specific proto. 22.3 16.0
Domain-shared proto. 23.3 18.1

(b) Comparison with other modules for context modeling. Proto.=
Prototypes.

Position Syn.→Sem. Syn.→Nus.
1st Enc. 23.3 18.1
3rd Enc. 22.2 16.9
5th Enc. 21.5 14.4

End of Dec. 21.0 14.3

(c) Comparison on different insert positions,
where Enc. = encoder and Dec. = decoder.

ncon Syn.→Sem. Syn.→Nus.
4 23.1 17.8
8 23.3 18.1
12 22.8 18.0
16 23.1 16.9

(d) Sensitivity to ncon, the number of context
prototypes.

k (grid) Syn.→Sem. Syn.→Nus.
8 (3x3) 23.3 18.1

24 (5x5) 27.2 18.2
48 (7x7) 29.5 19.9
80 (9x9) 27.8 17.4

(e) Comparison on different numbers of neigh-
bors in context embeddings.

Fusion
Transfer

Syn.→Sem. Syn.→Nus.

MaxPool 23.4 18.0
AvgPool 22.6 16.8
Concat. 23.3 18.1

(f) Ablation on the fusion process in context
embedding, i.e., max pooling, average pooling,
and concatenation (concat.).

Backbone FLOPS
(G)

Param.
(M)

SqzV3 25.2 9.3
+ CCL 24.7 (-0.5) 9.2 (-0.1)
SalsaNext 3.9 6.8
+ CCL 3.8 (-0.1) 6.7 (-0.1)

(g) Analysis of the model capacity with or
without the proposed module, in terms of
FLOPS and parameters (Param.).

Syn.  Sem. Syn.  Nus.
0

2

4

6

8

W
-d

ist
an

ce
 

Without ConAtt
Domain-specific Proto.
Domain-shared Proto.

(h) The cross-domain distance on relative en-
coding with different attention strategies.

ding (ConEmb), and context attention (ConAtt). First, we
can observe that all components contribute to the domain
adaptation, and removing neither of them leads to an appar-
ent performance drop. Second, combing context embedding
and context attention can lead to better results than using
one of them. This is because they two focus on local and
global contexts accordingly and are complementary to each
other, thus integrating them can better promote the adapta-
tion. Especially, under the scenario with a larger context
gap (SynLiDAR→nuScenes), we can notice that the mask-
ing process brings an obvious improvement, i.e., + 2.0 % on
nuScenes. The reason here is that the sparser LiDAR scans
contain more dropout noises and the domain alignment is
more vulnerable to them, while our masking strategy can
effectively mitigate such distractions.

Comparison with other context learning modules. In
Table 5 (b), we compare our method with other modules
for the context learning of point clouds. The results show
that our method outperforms other solutions by a noticeable
margin. We conjecture the reason is that they do not con-
sider the cross-domain variation, thus cannot brings obvious
benefits for the domain alignment. To further investigate
this, we change the domain-sharing prototypes to domain-
specific prototypes that are optimized separately and report

the result. The decreased performance further justifies the
benefit of the domain-sharing mechanism on prototypes.

Locations for inserting the proposed module. In Ta-
ble 5 (c), we investigate the optimal position for placing the
proposed module, i.e., 1st, 3rd, 5th encoder block (five in to-
tal), and end of the decoder. As we can observe, placing at
the first encoder block achieves the best result. This reason
is that the fined-grained contextual relationships are better
preserved at the shallower layers and diminish at deeper.

Fusion strategy for context embedding. In Table. 5
(f), we exploit different fusion strategies for aggregation
with neighbors, and the concatenation achieves the best.
However, using other variants also maintains our superi-
ority against other solutions, indicating our method is not
sensitive to the fusion process.

Analysis on model capacity. In Table. 5 (g), we present
the analysis of model capacity in terms of FLOPS and pa-
rameters. Apparently, our method does not induce extra
computation costs, even less. This indicates that the gain in
performance should be ascribed to effective context learn-
ing, rather than increasing model capacity.

Sensitivity to hyper-parameters. Here we examine the
sensitivity analysis to the hyper-parameters. First, in Ta-
ble 5 (d), we evaluate the sensitivity to the number of pro-
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Ground Truth

CoSMix

CoSMix + CCL

Figure 4. Visualization of the segmentation results on the validation set of SemKITTI [1]. Best viewed in color.

Source sample Target sample

1st Prototype

2nd Prototype

3rd Prototype

Figure 5. Heatmap visualization for the source and target samples
with the first three prototypes. The prototypes implicitly differen-
tiate into different context patterns that are consistently held across
domains. Best viewed in color.

totypes (ncon). With a large range (from 4 to 16), the per-
formance suffers very limited fluctuations, verifying the ro-
bustness to it. Second, we examine the sensitivity to the
number of neighbors (k) in Table 5 (e). As we could ob-
serve, increasing k first leads to apparent improvement and
then decreases slightly, showing that enlarging the receptive
field can boost the performance but too large may harm. The
reason we set k to 8 is to be in line with the receptive field
of the replaced part, i.e., the 3x3 convolution layer.

How does CCL promote the adaptation. Here we in-
vestigate the effect of CCL in the adaptation process both
quantitatively and qualitatively:

1) In Table 5 (h), we compare the cross-domain Wasserstein
distances on the weights (r in Eq. 2) in context embeddings.
Notably, using domain-specific prototypes that breaks the
cross-domain interaction, cannot mitigate the domain gap.
This reveals that the CCL can guide the context embedding
to overcome the gap through cross-domain interactions.
2) In Fig. 5, we visualize the heatmap of the context pro-
totypes, where we can observe different prototypes focus
on different context patterns but in a domain-consistent
manner. This proves that these prototypes indeed preserve
domain-invariant context knowledge to some extent.

Visualizations. In Fig. 4, we visualize and compare our
method with CoSMix and the ground truth. Apparently,
CCL derives better segmentation results with effective con-
text learning, e.g., CCL can better identify class “road” and
“vegetation” which CoSMix is easily confused with.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we aim to overcome the discrepancy in-

duced by the variational geometric context for domain adap-
tive point cloud segmentation. To arrive at it, we propose a
new context learning paradigm, Cooperative Context Learn-
ing, which models and modulates the contextual represen-
tation from different aspects but in a cooperative manner.
Specifically, CCL first constructs the context embeddings
within the local scope, then associates them with context
attention globally, where the attention in turn attunes the
context modeling and therefore narrows the gap coopera-
tively. Consequently, the cross-domain variation in context
distribution can be effectively mitigated through the global
exchange of context knowledge and modulation on the local
context modeling. Extensive experiments are conducted to
verify the effectiveness of the proposed method.
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